BUSINESS S E R V I C E S

COMPANIES THAT FRENCH CHAMBER
HELPED TO INCORPORATE:
NIJI

SUSTAINAO

Niji is a leading French digital
agency with 1000+ talents,
created in 2001 and financially
independent. We support nonprofit organisations, SMEs, mid-cap
companies and large corporations in
their digital transformation, from framing to
solution making.
Niji operates in various sectors and provides
an end-to-end, user-centric approach helping
companies to accelerate their digital initiatives,
improve their operational efficiency, better
engage their customers and create more
sustainable digital ecosystems. F
Contact: Adrien THOMAS
Email: adrien.thomas@niji.f r
Website: www.niji.f r/en

UPSLIDE
The UpSlide software adds
ingenious features to Microsoft
PowerPoint, Excel and Word to
produce outstanding documents in a
few clicks.
As a Microsoft Gold Partner with more
than a decade’s experience, we offer corporate
finance businesses custom-made solutions to:
· increase productivity,
· ensure document compliance, and
· optimize internal collaboration. F
Contact: Claire-Marine D’USSEL
Email: claire-marine.dussel@upslide.net
Website: www.upslide.net/en/

Sustainao is a Singaporebased company providing
sustainability services, specialized
in sustainability reporting. We
provide assistance to companies
regarding compliance to local
sustainability regulation, implementation
and compliance to internationally recognised
reporting frameworks, data collection, materiality
assessment, stakeholder engagement, ESG rating
and more. F
Contact: Ivona BALINT-KOWALCZYK
Email: ivona@sustainao.com
Website: www.sustainao.com

SQLI Singapore
At SQLI Singapore, we focus on
technology-intensive industries
and topics. Our consulting team
combines expertise in digital and
service transformation, interactive
agency, business intelligence,
integration, digital visual management
and A.I. We provide customers with innovative
solution, from business to IT implementation as
well as maintenance of these solutions. F
Contact: Eric BANGERTER
Email: ebangerter@sqli.com
Website: www.sqli.com / www.sqli-carrieres.com

The French Chamber of Commerce helps
numerous entrepreneurs and companies, every
year, to set up their business in Singapore.
Benefit from our professional assistance
and expertise as well as our wide range of
personalised services to answer your needs.
Contact us now at bizsupport@fccsingapore.com
or +65 6933 1360
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